Classically characterized by its papillary appearance, papillary thyroid carcinoma is the most common malignant neoplasm of the thyroid. Several variants of papillary carcinoma have been described considering size (microcarcinoma); nature of the tumor boundaries (encapsulated); architecture (follicular, macrofollicular, cribriform-morular, solid, micropapillary); cellular characteristics (tall cell, columnar, oncocytic, clear cell, hobnail); additional tumor components (papillary carcinoma with focal insular component, papillary carcinoma with spindle and giant cell carcinoma, papillary carcinoma with squamous cell carcinoma, papillary carcinoma with mucoepidermoid carcinoma); stromal features (papillary carcinoma with fasciitis like stroma); or a combination of the abovementioned characteristics (diffuse sclerosing, Warthin-like). Although most variants do not pose any diagnostic problems; some histological variants can be challenging to the pathologist and some are of clinical significance, because of prognostic implications or accompanying clinical conditions. It is not rare to find a papillary carcinoma showing characteristics of more than one variant. For example: an individual tumor can show hobnail features and present as a microcarcinoma; another case can show solid architecture and clear cytoplasm. In such cases, it is more important to comment on clinically relevant morphological characteristics of the tumor, rather than religiously trying to classify an individual tumor into a particular variant. In this review, pathologic and clinical features of papillary carcinoma variants are summarized.
PAPIllARy mICRoCARCInomA
Although the term 'papillary microcarcinoma' does not refer to any morphologic characteristics, in some schemes papillary carcinomas smaller than 1 cm are considered as a variant ( Figure 1A ,B) (1) . The terms 'occult' , 'latent' and 'small' papillary carcinoma have been used as a synonym for these tumors. It is a very common incidental finding in autopsy studies (6-36%) and in thyroids removed for other reasons (5-24%). More papillary microcarcinomas are being identified and biopsied in recent years, probably due to the increased use of ultrasound; making it the most common variant of papillary carcinoma in some countries (1-3,5-7).
It shows a tendency to be located near the capsule and is often none encapsulated. Microcarcinomas do not have a distinctive morphology; all growth patterns and cellular features that can be observed in larger papillary carcinomas can be observed in papillary microcarcinomas (1) (2) (3) (5) (6) (7) . RET rearrangements are a frequent finding in papillary microcarcinoma and in a recent meta-analysis the prevalence of BRAF V600E mutation was reported as 47.48% (7, 8) . Most papillary microcarcinomas represent a clinically indolent disease. A meta-analysis has shown that 28% had metastatic lymph node(s), 0.7% had metastatic disease and only 0.3% died of the disease (3) . Factors found to be associated with high risk disease include male gender, tumor size > 5 mm, bilateral/multifocal location, lower third of the thyroid lobe location, lymph node metastasis at presentation, superficial tumor location, capsule invasion/ extrathyroidal extension, BRAF mutation and stromal fibrosis (3, 7) . The term 'papillary microtumor' has been proposed because of the high incidence and benign clinical behavior of this group of neoplasms. This terminology excludes tumors in patients less than 19 years of age and tumors with metastases, which may have a different biology (9) .
FollICulAR vARIAnT
This is a common variant of PTC with an increasing frequency, comprising about 20-30 % of all papillary carcinomas. It is composed exclusively or almost exclusively of follicles lined by cells showing nuclear features of papillary carcinoma; well-formed papillae should not be observed in follicular variant of papillary carcinoma (FV-PTC) (1) (2) (3) (4) .
This variant commonly presents as a well circumscribed or encapsulated tumor ( Figure 2A ) and as a result of encapsulation and follicular architecture, it may be mistaken for follicular adenoma or follicular carcinoma. Although FV-PTC is distinguished from follicular adenoma and carcinoma by its characteristic 'papillary' nucleus; nuclear features are often more subtle than that A A b b vascular invasion in majority of cases and multifocal rather than diffuse distribution of 'papillary' nuclear features (3, 4, (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) . When therapeutic consequences are taken into account, it is practical to consider the entire nodule containing multiple foci diagnostic of PTC, as a single malignant nodule (13) . Follicular variant PTCs often have irregularly shaped follicles which sometimes contain thick, hypereosinophilic colloid with a scalloped appearance at the periphery of the follicles, similar to that seen in Graves' disease; multinucleated giant cells of macrophage derivation may be observed within follicles (3, 4, 14) .
In cases where the nuclear features are suggestive, but not diagnostic of FV-PTC, immunohistochemical staining for HBME-1, galectin-3, CITED1 and CK19 may be useful to support the diagnosis of malignancy ( Figure 4A,B) (3, 4, (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) . HBME-1 positivity with an apical and/or membranous of conventional PTC, making this variant one of the most controversial entities of surgical pathology, largely due to the lack of consensus on when to (or not to) diagnose the nuclear features of papillary carcinoma (3, 4, (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . When FV-PTC is unencapsulated and infiltrates the surrounding thyroid parenchyma, the diagnosis of carcinoma usually is not a problem ( Figure 2B, 3A,B) . On the other hand, the diagnosis of noninvasive, encapsulated FV-PTC versus FA is subject to considerable interobserver variability. The lack of consensus is demonstrated by several studies reporting a great interobserver variability in diagnosing encapsulated FV-PTC, even among expert thyroid pathologists (15, 16) . Abundant nuclear grooves, intranuclear inclusions and psammoma bodies which are very helpful in diagnosis, are less common in FV-PTC. Additional reasons for difficulty in diagnosing these lesions include the lack of capsular and/or pattern is suggestive of malignancy, but lack of staining does not exclude FV-PTC. Diffuse and membranous CK19 staining is helpful, but not specific, as it can be seen in benign lesions (3, 4, 14) . It has been shown that membranous HBME-1, membranous CK19, and/or nuclear galectin-3 staining predicts an increased risk of lymph node metastasis in follicular lesions (22) . However, the diagnosis of PTC should not rely solely on immunohistochemistry and suggested immunohistochemical markers should be tested for their performance in each individual laboratory, before using them as a diagnostic tool.
From a molecular pathologic point of view, this variant shows some genetic differences from classic papillary carcinoma (BRAF K601E mutation, higher frequency of RAS mutations, PAX8/PARγ rearrangement) and shares some of the molecular features of follicular carcinoma (3, 4, 13, 14) . This is particularly true for the encapsulated/ well-circumscribed FV-PTC (23).
Previously, it was believed that tumors with the characteristic nuclear features of papillary carcinoma would behave clinically as conventional papillary carcinoma; however, as more knowledge accumulated, it became clear that FV-PTC is not a homogeneous group (13, 14, (24) (25) (26) . The infiltrating (unencapsulated) subgroup has a metastatic potential for nodal metastases and these tumors behave as usual papillary carcinoma with similar metastatic patterns and rare extracervical metastases. The other subtype which is referred to as encapsulated follicular variant (EFV-PTC) is characterized by total encapsulation and behaves more like follicular adenoma or follicular thyroid carcinoma, depending on the presence or absence of capsular/vascular invasion. In the absence of invasion, the behavior of these tumors are almost always indolent, even after lobectomy (13, 14, (24) (25) (26) . However, extremely rare cases of metastasizing noninvasive EFV-PTC are encountered in the literature (27) .
Considering the difficulties and inconsistencies in diagnosis, designating lesions with incomplete or equivocal features (i.e., minor nuclear changes or questionable/minimal capsular invasion) of FV-PTC as "well differentiated thyroid tumor of uncertain malignant potential" has been suggested; however this approach is not widely accepted (3, 13, 28) . More recently, the idea of deleting the term carcinoma from the nomenclature of noninvasive EFV-PTC, which is extremely low malignant potential, is gaining some acceptance, in view of the adverse effects of over treatment (24) .
mACRoFollICulAR vARIAnT
This variant usually presents as a nodule which is predominantly (>50% of a cross-sectional area) composed of large (>200-250μm) follicles (1, 3, 4) . Because of the macrofollicular pattern, the differential diagnosis with benign diseases such as goiter or macrofollicular adenoma may be challenging ( Figure 5 ) (1, 3, 4, 29) . In addition, not all of the cells lining the macrofollicles are typical of papillary carcinoma. Finding the follicles lined by cells with large vesicular nuclei with characteristic grooves and inclusions are diagnostic. The macrofollicles are maintained in the lymph node metastases (1). Based on a meta-analysis of 51 cases, the incidence of lymph node and distant metastases are 20% and 6% respectively (3). A rare case with anaplastic transformation and two cases with disseminated lung metastases have been reported (30) .
DIFFuSe (mulTInoDulAR) FollICulAR vARIAnT
This rare variant is characterized by multifocal involvement of one or both thyroid lobes and typically occurs in young females (1, 3) . Multiple nodules some of which extend beyond the thyroid capsule are seen on gross examination. On microscopy, nodules with follicular organization are observed; nodules may show encapsulation or invasive growth ( Figure 6 ). This is an aggressive variant showing frequent vascular invasion and extrathyroidal extension; lymph node and distant metastases are common (1, 3, 31) .
SolID vARIAnT
Solid variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma (SV-PTC), which is dominated by solid sheets of tumor cells, represents approximately 3 % of all papillary carcinomas and it is more common among children, particularly among prompt the suspicion of poorly differentiated carcinoma (1) . In pediatric SV-PTC, developed after the Chernobyl nuclear accident, RET/PTC rearrangement is found to be very frequent (32) . Activating classical BRAF mutations are not found in SV-PTC (3). Solid variant is associated with more aggressive behavior and a higher frequency of distant metastasis in adults (3).
CRIbRIFoRm-moRulA(R) vARIAnT (CRIbRIFoRm CARCInomA)
This is a tumor considered as a variant of papillary carcinoma by some, and a distinct entity in by others (1) . It was first reported in 1994 and was noted to be associated with familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) syndrome (33) . CMV-PTC is a rare tumor and constitutes less than 0.5% of PTC. Patients are usually young women, mean age being 25-27 years. It typically occurs in association with FAP or Gardner syndrome. In this setting, tumor is usually multifocal; however, a solitary counterpart occurs in patients who do not carry a germline adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene mutation (1) (2) (3) (4) 33) .
It is characterized by cribriform, solid, trabecular, squamoid (morular) patterns mixed with papillary and follicular areas ( Figure 8A ,B) (1) (2) (3) (4) 33) . Morules, typical features of this variant, may be difficult to find or nonexistent in some cases. The tumor cell nuclei are often hyperchromatic and pseudostratified, although typical nuclei are also found. Some nuclei within the morules contain a lightly eosinophilic homogeneous appearance, caused by biotin accumulation. Colloid is scanty or absent. Recently, an interesting finding characterized with hyaline globules as seen in adenoid cystic carcinoma of the salivary glands was described in a case of cribriform morular variant of PTC (34) . CMV-PTC may be a challenge for the pathologist because of its unfamiliar morphology and also focal thyroglobulin positivity (3). Fortunately, TTF-1 expression is well preserved. These tumors have RET/ PTC rearrangements, that are characteristic of papillary carcinoma; BRAF mutations are not present (3).
Behavior of CMV-PTC is similar to that of conventional PTC (1) (2) (3) (4) 33) . Recognizing CMV-PTC should prompt colonic examination (3).
mICRoPAPIllARy (hobnAIl) vARIAnT
Micropapillary variant (MPV) of PTC is rare, with a prevalence of <2% and a mean age of 65 years (35) . Histologically, this variant is characterized by micropapillae lacking true fibrovascular cores; cells have an eosinophilic cytoplasm and apically placed nucleus with a decreased nucleus/cytoplasm ratio resulting a "hobnail" appearance those exposed to ionizing radiation (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . This variant is characterized by invasive borders and is dominated by solid sheets and nests of tumor cells with typical nuclear features of papillary carcinoma ( Figure 7 ). There may be vague papillary formations and/or a partial follicular pattern. This variant may be evaluated within the spectrum of follicular variant, in which the proliferating activity of the tumor cells is predominating over the secretory activity (2) . The differential diagnosis of this variant from poorly differentiated (insular) carcinoma may be difficult because of the architectural resemblance. Well-developed nuclear features of papillary carcinoma that are usually present in SV-PTC, should be sufficient for a PTC diagnosis, irrespective of architecture. However, marked nuclear pleomorphism, mitotic activity, and necrosis should (35-40). There is usually an abrupt transition between the micropapillary component and conventional PTC areas, and micropapillae usually occur at the invasive edge of the tumor. According to a study of 10 cases, MPV-PTC shows either BRAF V600E (%80) mutation or RET/PTC1 (%20) rearrangement (39) . P53 immunostaining is also described suggesting a mutation in this variant (37) . MPV-PTC appears to behave more aggressively than classical papillary thyroid carcinoma (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) . It is a predictor of lymph node metastases and cancer-related death is more frequent than the classical type, even when micropapillary component is as little as 10 % of the tumor (37) . Mortality is reported to be higher than that of conventional PTC, reported as 57%, after 8.5 years of follow-up.
TAll Cell vARIAnT
This variant is characterized by predominance of "tall" cells. The WHO blue book describes it as a papillary carcinoma composed predominantly of cells whose heights are at least three times their widths (1). However, in the original definition by Hawk and Hazard it was described as characterized by a population of neoplastic cells having a height that is at least two times the width in an otherwise typical papillary carcinoma and in some studies a height to width ratio >2 is accepted as sufficient (41) (42) (43) . There is also no standard definition available concerning the proportion of tall cells required. Probably as a result of this nonstandard approach, its incidence varies between 3.2-19% of papillary thyroid cancers (3, 42, 44) . In a recent study, the prevalence of tall cell variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma (TCV-PTC) was found to be more frequent in Graves' disease (18% in Graves' disease, versus 6.1% in nonGraves' patients) (45) . In most studies, this variant presents at an older age group and it is rare among pediatric and young patients (1,3).
Tall cells have basally oriented nuclei showing classical nuclear features of papillary carcinoma and abundant eosinophilic cytoplasm, which is probably due to increased mitochondria. This variant shows numerous papillae; close packing of papillae and thin elongated follicles gives the impression of trabeculation ( Figure 9A,B) (1-4) . Tumors containing a minor (> %50) tall cell component should not be included into TCV-PTC, however it is recommended to note the presence of tall cell features in the report, because of possible negative effect on prognosis. BRAF mutation is very common in this variant (3).
Tall cell variant is considered as more aggressive than conventional papillary carcinoma with larger tumors, more frequent extrathyroidal extension, higher recurrence and mortality rate (1) (2) (3) (4) 46, 47) . Recently two TCV-PTC cases clinically presenting with brain metastasis are described (48) .
The poorer prognosis may be partially related to the higher stage at presentation and older patient age; however some studies have shown that this variant has a lower disease free survival when compared to age and stage matched classic papillary carcinoma (47) .
ColumnAR Cell vARIAnT
This is a rare tumor (about 0.2% of PTC) which shows pseudostratification of elongated cells which may contain subnuclear or supranuclear cytoplasmic vacuoles reminiscent of those of early secretory endometrium (1-4). Mixed tall/ columnar cell carcinomas can be observed and some authors accept this tumor as an extreme form of tall cell variant. CCV-PTC tends to occur in older individuals (49) (50) (51) (52) (53) . 
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Papillary, follicular and trabecular and solid growth patterns can be seen. The classic nuclear features (clearing, grooves, and inclusions) of conventional PTC are not frequent ( Figure 10A,B) . Overall morphology may resemble adenocarcinoma of the endometrium or intestinal tract (1-4). In addition, an interesting finding, characterized with hyaline globules as seen in adenoid cystic carcinoma of the salivary glands, was described in two cases of CCV-PTC (34) . Thyroid origin of this variant needs to be confirmed; especially in metastatic sites especially with TTF1, because thyroglobulin staining may be patchy and weak (56) . It may be useful to note that CDX2 reactivity alone should not be used to confirm intestinal origin, because CDX2 expression was identified in 10-55% of CCV-PTC (54, 55) . Along the same line, estrogen receptor (ER) expression should not be interpreted as a proof of endometrial origin, as ER is found to be positive in two thirds of CCV-PTC cases (56) . BRAF mutation (V600E) is identified in one third of this variant (56) .
These tumors show a more aggressive clinical behavior than conventional papillary carcinomas (10, 11, 22, 26, 56) ; however, behavior seems to be associated, at least partially, with tumor burden rather than the histological type per se (53) . Hence, it was suggested that CCV-PTC can be separated into circumscribed and widely invasive subtypes, corresponding to indolent and aggressive clinical behavior respectively. 
onCoCyTIC (oxyPhIl, huRThle Cell) vARIAnT
This variant accounts for 1-11 % of all papillary carcinomas (57) . Oncocytic features may be seen in both malignant and benign tumors and in non neoplastic conditions in thyroid. Oncocytic appearance is due to an increased number of mitochondria within the cytoplasm associated with a deficient mitochondrial function leading to proliferation of these organelles. This variant is a papillary carcinoma with classical nuclear characteristics, showing an oncocytic cytoplasm (1-4) . The cytoplasmic characteristic reflects itself with the typical mahogany brown color of Hurthle cell neoplasms on gross examination. It may present as an encapsulated tumor ( Figure 11A ). Papillary architecture alone should not be equated with a malignant diagnosis and attention to the distinctive nuclear features is of importance to separate this entity from other thyroid tumors with oncocytic cytoplasm ( Figure 11B ) (58) . It may show papillary or follicular architecture or may be solid. It may be mistaken for (oncocytic) follicular adenoma or carcinoma if the nuclear characteristics are overlooked. Chronic lymphocytic thyroiditis is found in the background of approximately half of the cases and implicated in pathogenesis. Both BRAF and RET/PTC rearrangements are frequent in these tumors (60, 61) . In addition, mitochondrial DNA mutations which are related with the oncocytic morphology are common (3, 4, 59) . It is generally thought that this variant does not have any prognostic implications (1), although there are some reports suggesting a more aggressive behavior. This suggestion is most probably due to inclusion of tall cell variant in the group of oncocytic variant PTC.
WARThIn lIke vARIAnT
Warthin like variant papillary carcinomas (WLV-PTC) are characterized by papillae covered by oncocytic cells with fibrovascular cores infiltrated with lymphoid cells, reminiscent of Warthin tumor of the salivary gland ( Figure  12A,B)(1,-4,62,63 ). WLV-PTC shows a strong female predominance and has a wide age range; mean age in different series range from 39 to 64 (62, 63) . It is frequently associated with thyroiditis in the rest of the gland. Except for the prominent stromal lymphoid infiltration, the cytologic features of Warthin-like tumor may be reminiscent of tall cell and columnar cell variants of papillary carcinoma, that tend to show more aggressive clinical outcome. There is no prognostic significance attributed to this variant of papillary carcinoma except for one reported case with an area of dedifferentiation and one other case leading to death, with progression to anaplastic carcinoma (62) (63) (64) (65) . 
CleAR Cell vARIAnT
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require the use of TTF1, thyroglobulin and other relevant markers ( Figure 13A ,B) (1, 3, 4) . Behavior is similar to that of classical PTC (66) .
DIFFuSe SCleRoSIng (SCleRoSIS) vARIAnT
Diffuse sclerosing variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma (DCV-PTC) is a rare neoplasm, accounting for 0.7-6.6% of all papillary thyroid carcinomas (1, 3, 4) . Patients are frequently reported to be younger than patients with classic papillary carcinoma (67) (68) (69) (70) (71) . It is reported to be the major subtype of papillary carcinoma (49%) in patients < 20 years at diagnosis, in a series of 68 pediatric thyroid carcinomas (72) .
This tumor is characterized by diffuse and extensive involvement of one or both lobes usually without forming a gross tumor nodule. There is extensive sclerosis and lymphoid infiltration in the thyroid with small and dispersed tumor islands many lying within dilated lymphatics. Tumor commonly shows squamous metaplasia and prominent psammoma bodies ( Figure 14A,B) . When a dominant tumor nodule is present, it usually shows the features of a classical papillary carcinoma or occasionally shows a predominantly follicular organization (1) (2) (3) (4) (67) (68) (69) (70) (71) . This variant may be misinterpreted as thyroiditis because of its predominantly diffuse character, presence of chronic lymphocytic thyroiditis in the non tumoral thyroid and serologic evidence of autoimmune thyroid disease (1). It may be useful to note that DSV-PTC may show positive staining for estrogen and progesterone receptor (73) .
Diffuse sclerosing variant frequently shows RET/PTC rearrangement; whereas BRAF mutation is reported to be rare (74) , except for a study from Korea reporting BRAF mutation in 61% of DSV-PTC cases (75) . Recently, ALK gene rearrangement was identified in 13% of DSV-PTC, as opposed to 2.2 % of unselected PTC cases (76) .
Some studies have reported this variant to be more aggressive with prominent regional lymph node and distant (lung) metastases (69, 71) . On the other hand, the 5-and 10-year survival rates of DSV-PTC were found to be 95% and 93% respectively in other studies, similar to conventional PTC. In a recent study, 10-year CSS (cause specific survival) and DFS (disease free survival) rates for <45 years old DSV patients were found to be 100 and 60.5 % respectively (77). It is likely that different treatment protocols in DSV patients accounted for the variable prognostic outcomes (78) . In a recent data analysis, it was reported that approximately 14% (n = 89/641) of the patients with DSV-PTC showed recurrence and disease related mortality was noted in 3% (n = 19/641) of the total DSV-PTC cases (74) .
PAPIllARy CARCInomA WITh FASCIITIS lIke STRomA
This rare variant is characterized by the presence of an abundant nodular fasciitis or fibromatosis like reactive stroma which can mask the neoplastic epithelial component of the tumor in some areas (1, 3, 4, (79) (80) (81) (82) 
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Stromal bone formation which is not a rare finding in thyroid tissue, may be very prominent in some PTC cases ( Figure 15A ) (85) . Extensive sampling may be necessary for some cases to find PTC within a bone hard nodule. Papillary carcinomas may also contain some amount of mature adipose tissue in their stroma ( Figure 15B ) (86, 87) .
ConCluSIon
It is important to know all the possible morphological demonstrations of PTC to recognize this common tumor of the thyroid. Although some variants are just morphological challenges for the pathologists, some others may behave worse than conventional PTC and need a more aggressive clinical management. Unencapsulated FV-PTC and diffuse (multinodular) follicular variant may have distant metastases like follicular carcinoma and the patients should be followed accordingly. Diagnosis of CMV-PTC should prompt examination of gastrointestinal system for its association with FAP. It should be noted that, it is not rare to find a PTC showing characteristics of more than one variant. For example: an individual tumor can show hobnail features and present as a microcarcinoma; another case can show solid architecture and clear cytoplasm. In such cases, it is more important to comment on clinically relevant morphological characteristics of the tumor, rather than religiously trying to classify an individual tumor into a particular category. 
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